Approach for sequential image interpretation using a priori binary perceptual topological and photometric knowledge and k-means-based segmentation.
The proposed approach exploits a priori known qualitative inclusion and photometric relationships between image regions, represented by oriented graphs. Our work assumes a sequential image segmentation procedure where regions are progressively segmented and recognized by associating them with corresponding nodes in graphs related to the prior knowledge. The main contribution concerns the parameterization of the k-means clustering algorithm, to be used during the segmentation procedure, and the graph-matching-based identification of resulting clusters, corresponding to regions declared in graphs. The parameterization of k-means is based on known relationships as well as on regions that have been segmented and recognized at previous steps. Parameters are the region of interest within which k-means clustering is constrained, the number of clusters, and seeding constraints. Photometric relationships built from resulting clusters are matched with a priori known relationships to identify each cluster, this being formulated as an exact graph-matching problem. The potential of this approach is studied in four use cases involving real gray-scale and color images with dedicated sequential analysis procedures. Processing results are compared with those obtained without the proposed parameterization of k-means, as well as with some other clustering approaches. Results show the relevance of our approach, in particular in terms of segmentation accuracy, computation time, and seeding reliability.